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Need for this study

•  

“Only when there are two 
minus-signs between two 
numbers, without anything else, 
the two minus-signs become a 
plus”

Explanation is focused on 
procedure!

(”instrumental understanding” 
(Skemp, 1976))



Ingredients of an alternative explanation

Provide well-designed examples.....

  



....in order to focus on the difference between the process 
(subtraction/addition) and the number (“object”)
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Ingredients of an alternative explanation

....in order to focus on the difference between the process 
(subtraction/addition) and the number (“object”)

  



Ingredients of an alternative explanation

...then, focus on the effect of changing the process (add./subtr.),

keeping everything else the same....

  

same numbers, same operation (+), 
different order, same result
same numbers, same order,

different process, different results



Ingredients of an alternative explanation

...next, focus on the effect of changing the order of the numbers, 
keeping the process (add./subtr.) the same... 

  same numbers, same process (+), 
different order, same result

same numbers, same process (⏤), 
different order, different result

...and so on...



Variation and invariation: variationtheory

- well-designed examples

- systematically varying parts, and keeping parts invariant

- in order to focus on essential features of the concept

   

This type of explanation is 
focused on conceptual 

understanding!
(”relational understanding” 

(Skemp, 1976))



Instrumental vs Relational Understanding
Instrumental understanding: you know what to do

Relational understanding: you know what to do and why 

Mathematics education aims for relational understanding, 

in order to become a flexible problemsolver

Variationtheory can be used to achieve this in a systematic way.



Aim of the 
study

To empower student-teachers in mathematics 
education, to become teachers aiming at 
relational understanding of mathematics. 



To empower student-teachers in mathematics education, 
to become teachers aiming at relational understanding of mathematics

Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (Ball et al., 2008)

focus on:

1) own knowledge of a concept (SCK)

2) knowledge of how students think (KCS)

3) knowledge of how to teach a concept (KCT)

What does literature say?



To empower student-teachers in mathematics education, 
to become teachers aiming at relational understanding of mathematics

Conduct a Learning Study (a form of Lesson Study) (Durden, 2018; Lai & 
Lo-Fu, 2013)

What does literature say?



Learning Study - cycle



Research 
Question

What are the design criteria of a “Learning 
Study module”, in order to enhance SCK, KCS 
and KCT of student-teachers in mathematics?



Conceptualization of the Design Research

Conjecture-map (Sandoval, 2014)

Example of an ”empty” conjecture-map:



Conjecture-
map



Context of 
the study

WHAT: “Learning Study” as a module in Math Teacher Education

(PURPOSE of the module: students learn about learning processes 
of pupils, by conducting design research (”intervention”))

WHEN: 4th (final) year of the program

WHO: 7 students (group of 3, group of 4)

HOW LONG: Duration: September 2021 – May 2022

HOW OFTEN: Number of meetings: 15, average of 3 hours per 
meeting



Document used in the 
interviews,
as a reminder of the 
ingredients of the module



Data

•Collecting data 
- interviews with the students about the 
design, mediating processes and outcomes 
of the Learning Study-module
- all written work (Participant Artifacts)

•Analyze 
- interviews by coding relations between 
embodiment/ mediating processes, and 
outcomes
- written work by coding for outcomes 



Results until now

• The ”embodiment” does lead to the 
“participant artifacts”

• The interviews give insight on the 
importance of the different parts of 
the design, and on their outcomes 



Excerpt from interview (1)

We had the pre-test and, there we had a question about the seats in a 
restaurant. And well, that really showed the mistake of doubling a 
linear formula, using the numbers as a ratio. That's just how we came 
up with it actually, yes, our object of learning, from the pretest.

Discussing the answers with my group was very insightful. Because 
you see that everyone looks at the questions slightly differently and 
of course everyone tries to figure out how did the students ever 
come up with such an answer?



Mediating processes
 
Observable interactions (OI)
 

Reflections within the group about:
- Knowledge of students of OL (V1)
- Own knowledge of OL (V2)
- Critical features of OL (V3)
- Design of lesson plan (V3)

Participant artifacts (PA)
 

Pre-test with substantiated questions, including 
peer- and expertconsultation

 Lesson plan with use of variation theory

Design principles for research lesson based on 
using variation theory (defining critical features 
of the OL)

Analysis of results of pre-test with use of 
literature

Report

Outcomes

KCS

KCT

SCK

Theoretical
conjectures

Concept-map 

Discussing the answers with my 
group was very insightful. 
Because you see that everyone 
looks at the questions slightly 
differently and of course 
everyone tries to figure out how 
did the students ever come up 
with such an answer?

We had the pre-test and, there 
we had a question about the 
seats in a restaurant. And well, 
that really showed the mistake of 
doubling a linear formula, using 
the numbers as a ratio. That's 
just how we came up with it 
actually, yes, our object of 
learning, from the pretest.

Outcome KCS
“Student-teachers know how 
students think and can determine 
which essential features they 
recognize and fail to recognize”

only related to 
the subject 
they taught



Excerpts from interview (2)

Q: Is there any change in how you teach, now? 

A: (I explain in) Much smaller steps. That I don't skip any steps because 
I assume they can do something what they can't do yet.

Q: What is the cause of that? 

A: Well everything together, I think we have the pre-test and the 
workbook we use in the researchlesson, its development. We also 
talked about it a lot.



Mediating processes
 
Observable interactions (OI)
 

Reflections within the group about:
- Knowledge of students of OL (V1)
- Own knowledge of OL (V2)
- Critical features of OL (V3)
- Design of lesson plan (V3)

Participant artifacts (PA)
 

Pre-test with substantiated questions, including 
peer- and expertconsultation

 Lesson plan with use of variation theory

Design principles for research lesson based on 
using variation theory (defining critical features 
of the OL)

Analysis of results of pre-test with use of 
literature

Report

Outcomes

KCS

KCT

SCK

Theoretical
conjectures

Concept-map 

Q: Is there any change in 
how you teach, now? 
A: (I explain in) Much smaller 
steps. That I don't skip any 
steps because I assume they 
can do something what they 
can't do yet.
Q: What is the cause of that? 
A: Well everything together, I 
think we have the pre test 
and the workbook we use in 
the researchlesson, its 
development. We also talked 
about it a lot.

only related to 
the subject 
they taught

KCT-vt
Student-teachers use PCK based on  
variationtheory
 



Zooming in on outcomes within KCT:

KCT-vt
Student-teachers use PCK based on  
variationtheory
 

KCT-r
Student-teachers use PCK not 
based on  variationtheory, but still 
focused on relational 
understanding
 

KCT-i
Student-teachers use PCK focused 
on instrumental understanding
 

this is what we see for the topic of 
the researchlesson
 

this is what some of them say 
about other topics
 



Conclusions – 
so far

The whole design:
The embodiment of the module leads 
to outcomes defined as KCT, KCS and 
SCK – as could expected, restricted to 
the subject of the Learning Study

The outcomes:
•We have added an outcome related 

to ‘attitude towards SCK, KCS and 
KCT’
• This attitude shows student-teachers 

are focusing on ‘relational 
understanding’, without using 
variationtheory (not restricted to the 
subject of the Learning Study)
•Variationtheory is only applied to the 

subject of the Learning Study – 
student-teachers don’t know how to 
use it with other subjects



Limitations of the study and questions

•Only one year of Learning Study does not seem enough for 
student-teachers to be able to use variationtheory in other subjects – 
(how) can we change this?

•Do you have other suggestions that would support the goal of 
empowering SCK, KCS and KCT, within the framework of Learning 
Study?

• ....
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THANK YOU!


